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MILAN EXPO – “Water Rooms“ is the new initiative launched by the United Nations

Educational Scientific and Cultural Organisation (UNESCO) to raise awareness on the

importance of the interconnection between water, food, energy and the environment.

Presented at the World Expo 2015, on September 21, “Water Rooms” consists of a series

of five animated short films, five theatre monologues and a web page, through which the

audience is brought into the narrative journey of the cycle of water, exploring critical

contemporary issues on water conflicts, resource management and the human capacity to

live in a sustainable way.

The short films and the monologues were shown for the first time in Milan. Free copies of

the movies and the plays will now be available also for institutions, organisations and

schools to screen,  in order to educate workers and children.

Speaking from a video message, Gianluca Galletti, Italian Minister for the Environment,

said: “Water is an essential good for humankind, that is why (we) strongly supports this

UNESCO project, which is highly educational.” In Italy there is waste as well, explained

Minister Galletti: “Each family, consume 400 litres daily, but each individual household

receives only 250 litres. This means that every day we waste so much due to a very

inefficient pipe system.”

“Water Rooms“ was created as part of the UNESCO’s World Water Assessment Programme

(WWAP), sponsored by the U.N. agency along with the collaboration of the Ministry for

Environment, UNILEVER, ITAIPU Binacional and EDISON Spa.

Data on water management and scarcity were taken from the U.N. World Water

Development report 2015, titled “Water for a Sustainable World [1]“, and from the

contribution of over 60 leading expert working for international organizations. Involved in

the project were also well-known artists, authors, and academics such as Vandana Shiva,

Tony Allan, Marco Paolini, Steve Cutts and Studio Bozzetto.  (NS/VI, September 22, 2015)
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